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Thesaurus integration for generating faceted vocabulary
Abstract
With the rapid growth of the content of digital information, classification
(information organization) and information retrieval have been the two of the main areas
in digital library research. The traditional classification schemes which enumerate fixed
classes (categories) cannot cope with organization of digital information. Constructing
faceted vocabulary with dynamic nature might be one of the solutions to retrieve Web
contents effectively and efficiently. To construct dynamic faceted vocabulary, it is
necessary to have lexicon with clear relationship among terms and hierarchical structures.
Applying thesaurus to the construction of faceted vocabulary can provide the necessary
resource. However, applying one specific thesaurus to the faceted vocabulary
construction process might cause several potential problems because each thesaurus has
its own characteristics inherited from its construction process and there are serious
differences among thesauri, such as the use of synonym and antonym, different
hierarchical levels, and the scope of thesaurus. Therefore, integration of thesauri with
keeping their own structure and conceptual relationship can be one of the appropriate
approaches for the construction of faceted vocabulary, because we can expand the range
of the thesaurus through thesaurus integration without loosing structures and relationships.
This current research selected physics field as a domain and two prominent
thesauri in the domain: PACS and PIRA. PACS is a thesaurus which covers the whole
domain, but it lacks of the basic concepts of the domain because it is constructed to deal
with high level knowledge in physics field. Whereas, PIRA is for the instructional
purpose, so it only contains basic concepts of physics field. By integrating these two
thesauri, it is possible to construct a hierarchical structure which covers the whole
concepts related to physics from basic to high level.
To integrate both thesauri, this research took bottom-up approach. All terms
and/or phrases used as labels were extracted, and the extracted terms from two thesauri
were mapped according to the meaning of them. It shows a huge difference that 9 toplevel categories, 61 subcategories, and 484 terms are included in PIRA, whereas PACS
contains 10 top-level categories, 66 subcategories, and total 6,281 of terms. However,
PIRA contains concepts and terms which are not included in PACS thesaurus. The result
of the mapping between two thesauri shows that 22 terms in category labels (for both
main and sub categories) are exactly matched, and 136 terms are conceptually matched
over the whole structure. Based on the analysis and mapping stage, integrated structure
was constructed. Among the terms matched, we selected terms that can be used as facets
and potential facets which can have subordinate. The result of the mapping shows 12
numbers of facets, 136 of potential facets, and 3,406 specific terms. It can provide the
faceted vocabulary with clear hierarchical relationship. Based on this structure, faceted
vocabulary can serve as a full-fledged lexicon base for retrieval and organization of
concepts in physics field.
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By constructing the integrated structure from thesaurus integration, it supports
lexicon base with hierarchical structure and clear relationship with dynamic nature. It can
be used to utilize faceted vocabulary for retrieval and knowledge discovery which is
more efficient approach to organizing the Web.
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